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COPIED BY MANY, EQUALLED BY NONE
Brutus Truck Bodies by Nor-Mar 
Industries Ltd. are designed for 
the forestry, construction, mining 
and oil field sectors of the rugged 
North American environment. 
This demanding landscape has 
led Brutus to develop heavy-duty 
truck bodies that utilize the finest 
materials, construction standards 
and equipment so your truck body 
will give you a long, trouble-free life. 

The company’s founder, Gerry 
Turchak, envisioned and created our 
first heavy duty pickup body called 
the Brutus Box back in 1981 to better 
serve the logging industry. After 
some experimentation, the first 
Brutus Box was built and became an 
immediate success. Soon customers 
were asking us to add cabinets and 

other features to customize 
their Brutus Boxes which quickly 
progressed into larger custom units 
to meet their vocational needs. 

From that point on, Nor-Mar 
Industries Ltd. was created and 
began the long road to truck 

body manufacturing. Today we still 

build the Brutus Box along with a wide 

range of custom steel and aluminum 

truck bodies for 

customers across North America.

Brutus Boxes

Canopies
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Flat Decks

Tire Bodies

RV Bodies

Van Conversions
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Hi-Rail

Lubrication Skids

Crane Bodies
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Electrical & Utility Bodies

Fire & Rescue Bodies
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Welding Bodies

Workshop Bodies
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Service Bodies
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Service Decks
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Lubrication Bodies
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BRUTUS QUALITY FEATURES

1. Brutus bodies can be ordered with cabinets and frame structures in your choice 

of steel, stainless steel, or marine grade aluminum. The steel cabinets have all welded 

joints and seams while the aluminum cabinets use a combination of welds and huck-

bolted over-lapping seams. The aluminum bodies carry the same structural warranty 

as the steel bodies and can be ordered with service cranes up to 14,000 lb and folding 

cranes up to 66,000 lb capacity.

2. Brutus bodies come standard with cabinets that are 24” deep with your choice of 

48” or 60” heights, bodies can be custom ordered with cabinet depths ranging from 

12” to full body width while the body height can be higher or lower as required for your 

needs.

3. All Brutus doors are constructed of 1/8” marine grade aluminum and come 

standard with interior bonded stiffeners, stainless hinges, stainless handles with 

three point latching, and stainless wear plates. The doors are completely smooth 

and seamless and flush mount into the body with automotive rubber seals and 

your choice of stainless door springs or gas shocks. You can choose any style and 

configuration from single or double vertical doors, single or double horizontal doors, 

roll-up doors, and even flip-up doors.

4. Brutus bodies come standard with 1/8” marine grade aluminum shelves attached 

to the walls with four point Uni-Strut aluminum tracking for high strength and infinite 

adjustability.

5. Brutus body interiors can be outfitted with optional steel cargo beds or aluminum 

work trays. These can be ordered in any depth and width and come with locking 

latches and roller bearing sliders with capacities ranging from 500 lb to 4,000 lb.

6. Brutus offers the Signature Series and Master Series tool and bolt cabinets made 

of marine grade aluminum. The drawers can be ordered in any height, width, and 

depth you desire and come with heavy-duty roller bearing sliders, adjustable dividers, 

and top shelf. The Signature Series have removable drawers with stainless locking 

handles while our Master Series have locking drawers with aluminum extrusion lift 

bars.

7. Brutus side compartments and interiors come with LED strip lights bonded to the 

walls and ceiling for maximum illumination with no shadows.

8. Brutus offers a wide range of high quality exterior work lights with 360 degree 

rotation and 180 degree tilt that range from 1,400 lumen to 5,000 lumen output, for 

increased illumination we offer fixed LED light bars up to 30,000 lumens. We also 

have a full range of amber LED warning lights, Whelen emergency lights, and Go-Light 

remote control lighting.

9. Brutus bodies come standard with double panel 1/8” aluminum tailgates with a 

solid wood core for high strength and lightweight while our Brutus decks come with 

steel, stainless steel, or aluminum tube tailgates. Each tailgate comes with stainless 

steel hinges, plastic coated drop cables, stainless steel adjustable latches, and grip 

tape. You can also order custom tailgates including fold down workbenches and 

removable gates made of wood, steel, stainless steel, aluminum, or co-polymer. 

10. Brutus bodies come standard with your choice of a 5”, 7”, or 12” expanded metal 

rear step bumper with a rubberized anti-skid coating. You can also order specialty 

bumpers with extended lengths, workbenches, cutting tables, welding tables, pull out 

steps, anything you can think of.

11. Brutus service bodies can be ordered with a sliding aluminum roof or a flip-up 

aluminum roof to increase the dry and secure storage area on your service truck. Roof 

systems can be ordered in any length and can be mounted flush to the cabinet tops 

or raised to accommodate taller payloads. For the ultimate roof system we offer fully 

enclosed steel or aluminum workshops with almost endless interior configurations.

12. Brutus bodies can be ordered with your choice of optional manual, electric, and 

hydraulic stabilizer systems

13. Brutus bodies come standard with a smooth and seamless finish with no 

exposed joints or seams that is unmatched in the service truck industry. Each body is 

painted with premium quality polyurethane paint which is then baked for two hours 

for a tough high gloss coating. To maintain the beautiful finish we apply clear 3M 

coatings to cabinet front and bottom edges and full height and width rock guards in 

your choice of aluminum diamond plate, anodized aluminum, or stainless steel. To 

protect the wheel well areas from road debris we apply a rubberized undercoating to 

the interiors while the exteriors get an anodized aluminum extrusion molding. 
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BRUTUS ACCESSORIES
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MORE THAN TRUCK BODIES

Wheelbase Modifications Accident Repairs Crane Sub-frames Body Refurbish

Body Modifications Crane Certifications Repairs and Paint Custom Projects

For customers that do not require a custom 
designed and manufactured truck body…

Brutus stocks a wide selection of standard flat decks, 
canopies, service bodies, service decks, crane decks, 
and lubrication bodies which can be can be mounted 
onto your truck chassis. For those requiring immediate 
delivery we also offer a diverse selection of completed 
service trucks through our extensive network of chassis 
vendors. Customers can pick-up their new service truck 
from the factory or we can deliver it anywhere in North 
America by our professional delivery service.

Completed Service Trucks

Packages ready for 
immediate delivery

Stock Bodies

Ready for mounting

Penticton Head Office 

Nor-Mar Industries Ltd.

682 Okanagan Ave. E.
Penticton, BC V2A 3K7

Toll Free: (866) 344-6480
Phone: (250) 492-7866

Fax: (250) 492-0686

www.brutusbodies.com

Vancouver Sales Offices 

Nor-Mar Industries Ltd.

301 - 1200 Lynn Valley Rd 
North Vancouver, BC V7J 2A2

Toll Free: (877) 904 - 2295
Phone: (604) 904-2295
Fax: (866) 596 - 6828

www.normarcranes.com


